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military defeats exploded, and the city and empire
could no longer draw tax revenues, so the city was
forever changed even when the Byzantine nobility
reclaimed their city and throne later in the thir‐
teenth century. The Palaiologoi might rebuild
palaces and recover imperial prerogatives, but
their rule in Constantinople was of a city-state
rather than an empire, and was enabled both by
threats against the Turks from Central Asia, and
the return of Italian merchants and their resur‐
gent religious and economic power. Still, Androni‐
cus had a long reign, and Harris pays attention to
the career of Theodore Metochites and the decora‐
tion of the Chora Monastery as an example for this
fruitful “final” era of Byzantium as well as Chris‐
tian-ruled Constantinople. The last two chapters
focus on “the ruin of Byzantine Constantinople” in
and after 1453, and then what may be seen of
fourth- to fourteenth-century Constantinople by a
visitor today. This excellent book animates these
monuments and ruins in new ways for anyone
who wishes to know more about the people and
practices of a millennium of Byzantine Con‐
stantinople.
Some typographical errors I noted include: p.
16, “or” instead of “on,” and p. 96, reduplication of
“once,” and the word “was” is omitted on p. 128
and “to” on p. 138. There is an extra “the” before
“St. Mark’s” on p. 161, and the summary in text box
12 on p. 206 seems oddly truncated.
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